xRP Platform Vision

✔ Maintain ERP Technology Leadership by investing in and leveraging the single unified development platform

✔ Deliver best user experience and productivity by way of latest UX concepts and technologies as AI, Machine Learning and Natural Language search.
Core Platform Priorities

- Continuous platform technology advances
- Improved UI and usability
- Non-programming customization
- Dashboard and reporting enhancements
- Machine learning and artificial intelligence
- Performance and scalability
2019 R2 Available in Preview

- Support for Visual Studio 2019 and .NET Framework 4.8
- Automation stage 2 improvements
  - Workflow transitions and forms
- User-defined fields available on Mobile
- Single control Organization/Branch selector
- Multiple details support in optimized export
  - Performance and usability of the contract-based API
- Audit trail enhancements
  - Make it possible to audit access rights and other complex entities
- Empty filter values for combos
2019 R2 Under Development

- Substitute inventory items suggestion based on machine learning
- Completing new multi-currency support extensions
- Making query cache usage transparent from application code
- Continuing migration to new client-side rendering engine
- MySQL 8.0 support
- Uniqueness of note id, UTC in audit fields
- C-b API 4th system contact, eliminating SOAP
- Elimination of the old site map
2020 R1 Top Things in Platform

- Continue work on replacing web forms, business logic refactoring
  - UI, Customization, Core

- Linq-based OData v4, BPM self subscriptions
  - Integration

- Side panel for maintenance forms, Dashboard caching
  - UI, Reporting

- Generic Inquiry Designer Usability Improvements
  - Reporting

- Workspaces, image capturing
  - Mobile